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  Pooja  Jaisingh:Hello from Bangalore! :) 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Welcome everyone!  We'll be starting at 8am Pacific today / 11am Eastern. 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Captivate, Storyline, Rise, Lectora :-) 

  krex@insynctraining.com:Hi! 
  krex@insynctraining.com:OOOPS 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Karin Rex - Was not in Atlanta but will be presenting in Orlando in March 

  krex@insynctraining.com:"Storytelling on Steroids with VideoScribe" 
  Pooja  Jaisingh:Hey Karin... Are you presenting at Learning Solutions? 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Yes, Pooja...and coming to see YOU too of course! 

  krex@insynctraining.com:WOULD LOVE TO 
  Pooja  Jaisingh:Yaaaaay 
  krex@insynctraining.com:contact me at rex@karinrex.com 

  Aditya_Adobe:hello! 
  krex@insynctraining.com:I have owend Geeky Girl, LLC since 1989 
  Pooja  Jaisingh:Thanks 

  Pooja  Jaisingh:Hi Aditya 
  krex@insynctraining.com:(a very mature geek!) 
  krex@insynctraining.com:I learn something new every time I take one of Pooja's sessions...even though I 

have been using Captivate since version 1. Really appreciate these sessions. 
  Pooja  Jaisingh:Thanks Karin... I hope I don't disappoint you today ;)  
  Garima Banerjee:Hi Pooja...I have a question about Captivate. being used with desire to Learn LMS...  

  Pooja  Jaisingh:pjaising@adobe.com 
  Szjermae:hello everyone 

  Garima Banerjee:captivate projects dont look very good with on D2L...have you heard anyone else talk about 
this 
  Tracy Robinson:Good morning Pooja!  Are you going to the Adobe eLearning Conference in Washington in 

April?  You were my favorite presenter last year! 
  Pooja  Jaisingh:Yes, Tracy. I'll be there :) 
  Tracy Robinson:Hooray!!!! 

  Pooja  Jaisingh:@Garima, I've not heard about it, but let me check with the team. Please write to me and I'll 
let you know. 
  Garima Banerjee:Sure Pooa...Thank you 

  Garima Banerjee:Pooja* apologies 
  Melissa Lee:Hello from Seattle, WA 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Free Trial:  https://www.adobe.com/products/captivate/download-

trial/try.html?sdid=training08152017 
  Debby A:Hello from Sunny South Florida 
  Jon Payne:Jon here from Indianapolis. Hello!  

  krex@insynctraining.com:in sunny Philadelphia today 
  Allan:Hola from San Joaquin, California 
  Sheila:Hi Pooja!  Love to always participate in your Captivate seminars!  

  Pooja  Jaisingh:Thanks for joining, Shelia :) 
  LeAnn S - Ohio:Good Morning from the Cleveland, OH area!! 
  Pooja  Jaisingh:Welcome Allan and Jon 

  Pooja  Jaisingh:Morning LeAnn! 
  Barb S:Hi from MAson, OH, subusrb of CIncinnati 
  Bill Sebers:Bill Sebers - Washington State 

  TamecaB: Hi Everyone , I'm TamecaFairfax, VA 
  AMG:Ann from Chicago 
  Deb 2:Deb from Cleveland, OH 

  Keri Hardee:Hi, from San Antonio 
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  Matt:Los Angeles 
  Jessica P:Jessica from Fort Worth, tech writer 

  Riza:Berkeley, CA 
  Brad Cote:Brad from Portland, ME 
  Nicola:Hi, I'm an IT Trainer from Bristol in the UK 

  Melisa Cobb:Good morning. From Dallas, TX - Instructional Designer 
  Chris C- Kronos:Hello 
  Diane:Diane from Sacramento, CA 

  Amie:I'm the Learning Technologist for Colorado Judicial. Good morning from Denver!  
  sreelatha mandadi:Instructional designer from Utah 
  Patty Costley:Orlando. In the 80s 

  Rhonda:Seattle, WA 
  Patsy:patsy from Burlington ON 
  Lisa Rueda:Hi from Arizona 

  Liz Ludewig:Hi!  Instructional Designer in Dallas, TX 
  Shona:Hello, I am Shona from Milwaukee, WI.  I am an Instructional Designer for a software company. 
  Lisa 3:Lisa- West Lafayette Indiana, 

  LeAnn S - Ohio:SME and ID and all other roles in my job 
  Kerry Ward:Kerry in Fort Smith, AR. Training Development & Design specialist  
  Melissa Lee:Training and development 

  Kristen:I am Kristen, HR Generalist in Sunny North Carolina today. 
  Theresa H.:Dallas, Texas 
  JoAnn:Ithaca, ny- hello 

  Fox:Fox Sutton, ID/CD Bellevue University, Omaha, NE 
  Lauren:Instructional Designer from Milwaukee 

  Doug Dillard:Hi from Dalton, GA - Instructional Developer 
  Tina Martinez:Los Angeles, Hi! New Captivate User for training develoment 
  Diane:Instructional Design for the trades industry 

  Deena Lizardo:out here in rainy Bellevue, WA 
  Audra:Hi all, Audra from Minneapolis, MN-Communications Center Trainer 
  Jon Payne:Again, my name is Jon from Indianapolis. Weather is decent all things considered. I'm a technical 

training specialist and instructional designer ii 
  Rayma:Rayma Stassen - I am an instructional designer and Director of the Resource Center at the 
Archdiocese of Galveston-Houston. 

  Laura Mead:Hi Everyone, in the UK, Birmingham, snowing, I am an Instructional Designer 
  Allan:Instructional Development Specialist for DLA 
  Emily:good morning! Emily Larsh from Ohio: Learning Center Manager  

  Lacy:Lacy From Chicago educarion consultant 
  Tiffany:Good morning from not so Sunny Seattle!  Im a global training designer! 
  Sandy:Hi! This is Sandy from Avon, MN. I am in Learning and Development. 

  Deb 3:Curriculum Designer from Milwaukee 
  linda:Training & Development Specialist, Salem OR 
  Cheryl Vaughn:Dalton Ga and I and the Educator for Hamilton Healthcare System 

  Jacklyn Wolinsky:Instructional designer/developer from PA 
  Mathias Wydaeghe:Hi, Mathias from Belgium, Training officer  
  Anna S.:Senior Training Specialist in NYC here 

  Alison Antolak:ISD from Minneapolis 
  Serena Cesarek:Learning and Development Specialist from Detroit! 
  Andy:Hi from Buffalo NY, Training Coordinator 

  Kar:Hello. Kari from TX 
  Jametria Hannah:Hello from Greenville, SC . I am an Instructional Designer/Developer  
  Dallin C. 2:Hi from Salt Lake City, UT, Cold! Instructional Designer 

  Steve Willis:Steve from Zionsville, Indiana. 
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  Margery Trudell:Howdy everyone form San Antonio, Texas!  I am Instructional Developer at USAA. 
  Scot French:I'm Scot, a Senior Specialist in Content Curriculum Design for CBRE. Based in Minneapolis, MN.  

  Pam Trimble:Sitting here looking over the Strip in Las Vegas, Nevada!!   I'm an OD pro with a great team! 
  Mike Trozzo:hi...Mike here - Training specialist from Düsseldorf Germany 
  Chris C- Kronos:Hello from Indianapolis, at Kronos Inc. 

  Jon Payne:Yes I also work with Chris C at Kronos 
  RICK PAULIN @ Windham Professionals, Inc.:It was great meeting her!!! So sweet and knowledgeable!!! 
  Siri:Good Morning, Boeing trainer here in Everett 

  Sally:production design specialist - Ottawa Canada 
  Robi:hi 
  Barb Green:Hi from Maryland! Verizon :) 

  Craig:Are these tips ONLY for Captivate 2017? Thanks! 
  Karin Schultheis:Hi from Long Island 
  Earl J:warm weather here in Houston, TX 

  Ann J:The Book shopping game link is the same as the building blocks link on the HTML 5 Training games. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Craig, These should work well for previous Captivate version as well 
  Sherry:Trainers at OSU. OH 

  John Fitzgerald:Training Specialist, New York NY 
  Craig:@Zeeshan: thank you 
  S Craft:Hey Siri - down the road from you in downtown Seattle, WA! 

  Heidi Trembly:Instructional Design, Traverse City, MI 
  Susanna Burger:Hello everyone! 
  Kristi L:Instructional designer in Tempe, AZ 

  Theresa H.:Colleague says he can't get in - is the session full? 
  Susanna Burger:Training Manager, Region Americas in Coatesville, PA 

  Taylor:yes 
  Rayma:yes 
  Debra McTaggart:yes 

  TamecaB:yes 
  Andy:Yes 
  Robi:yes 

  Jon Payne:yes 
  Tracie:yes 
  Diane:Yes 

  Melissa Lee:yes 
  Tiffany:yes 
  Barb S:yes 

  Sandy 2:y 
  Kar:yes 
  Matt:yep! 

  Patti:yes 
  Nicola:Yep 
  Deb:Yes 

  Seth:yup 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Theresa, session is not full. 
  Denise:yes 

  Heather:Yes 
  sreelatha mandadi:yes 
  Garima Banerjee:yes 

  Theresa H.:Thanks, Gary. He will try a different browser. 
  Susanna Burger:my audio is cutting out - anyone else? 
  Theresa H.:No, my audio is fine Susanna 

  GARY VANANTWERP:Sounds good here. 
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  Debra McTaggart:yes, my audio is also cutting out 
  GARY VANANTWERP:If you need help with audio, click here:  http://tinyurl.com/AdobeTestPage 

  Debra McTaggart:yes, my audio is cutting out too 
  GARY VANANTWERP:use private chat please if you need individual help  
  Mike Trozzo:audio is a little choppy 

  GARY VANANTWERP:If you need help with audio, click here:  http://tinyurl.com/AdobeTestPage 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Re-connect to the meeting from a different browser preferably IE, if you are facing 
audio issues. 

  RICK PAULIN @ Windham Professionals, Inc.:Great tip. This is helpful already!  
  Diane:Audio out 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Pooja rocks. 

  Diane:In and out 
  Andy:Audio cutting in and out 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Uh-oh. 

  Laura Mead:audio cutting out 
  Sandy:The audio keeps cutting out. 
  Leslie:Ohio 

  Earl J:dropped audio for a sec, using Adobe Connect 
  Barb S:audio cutting in and out 
  Denise:audio cutting 

  Tiffany:audio cutting out 
  Evette Tillery:audio keeps cutting in and out 
  Paola:in and out audio 

  Sandy:It is better now. 
  MM:audio is cutting in and out 

  Tiffany E.:audio is out 
  Alejandro Sanchez:Yes is cutting in some moments 
  GARY VANANTWERP:She is connecting from Bangalor.  There may be some brief cutouts.  If it is tood bad 

an you can't understand her, you'll be able to listent to the recording w better audio 
  Mike Trozzo:Does using the media dropdown to import instead of d/d have any effect on size? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:No Mike 

  Mike Trozzo:thanks Zeeshan 
  Siri:The audio is fine 
  Fox:seems to be a delay rather than lost audio for me 

  Mike Trozzo:drag/drop 
  GARY VANANTWERP:thx miek 
  GARY VANANTWERP:mike 

  Jon Payne:same thing here as Fox. Not missing any audio, it'll cut out then pick right back up where it cut off 
a second or two later 
  Jon Payne:not a big deal for me at all 

  Jon Payne::) 
  Nancy 2:great tip! image file size has been an issue with overall file output size 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Thanks Nancy2 

  Craig:? Why not just "save for web" 
  Barb Green:what if you do not have photoshop? 
  Robi:how about just resizing it? 

  Siri:She said you can use powerpoint or paint 
  Barb Green:Thx Siri 
  TamecaB:does image format matter- jpeg, png etc? 

  Kristi L:You can also use Photoshop Express to resize the image, it is free 
  Siri:welcome 
  Nancy 2:is there a benefit of saving the template background with image in PS and bringing it in as a whole 

object? 
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  Robi:but it cut the hands below 
  Scot French:Great tip, thanks! 

  Aditya_Adobe:no tameca.. it doesnt matter 
  TamecaB:thanks Aditya 
  Robert Page:my sound is terrible! 

  GARY VANANTWERP:Again - pls use private chat if you have issues.  Suggest you log out and rejoin for 
better audio. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Nancy, as far as the image size exported from photoshop is not too heavy, it 

should be good 
  Robi:can yo uduplicate to another slide? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Robi 

  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:oh, that's a nice feature or capability 
  Tiffany:I have found when I duplicate buttons, sometimes the object state get's messed up to where my button 
shrinks when I hover on it.  Is there a way to keep this from happening? 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Duplication of slides is possible and copy pasting of objects is also possible 
  Robi:thanks Zeeshan 
  Roz:Format matters in the case of JPG because that compresses the image. PNG = portable network graphic 

which is a better format to use if you don't want to lose pixels upon saving/compression 
  Aditya_Adobe:@tiifany.. which version of captivate you are on? 
  Tiffany:captivate 2017 

  krex@insynctraining.com:Yes, as Roz points out: PNGs use a lossless compression 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Tiffany, that should not be happening on duplication of buttons with states 
  Robi:I meant ducplicate on eitme in another slide, not duplicating the slide 

  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:Robi, here's your answer 
  Tiffany:Yes - Im not sure why it is happening - 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Robi, duplication of objects is specific to a slide...what you are mentioning can 
be achieved via copy on one slide and paste on another slide 
  Sally:great ti[ 

  Robi:thanks, that's what I thought, Zeeshan 
  Sally:tip 
  Aditya_Adobe:tiffany.. clear prferences under utils and try working on a new session 

  Al:Is it better to use this technique or use the master slide? 
  Renee Reyes-Garcia:rest of slide only works on shapes right? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Tiffany, Fo any issues, please use Adobe elearning community 

- https://elearning.adobe.com/ and issue will reach to us and support team will rectify it for you 
  Tiffany:Ok - I will try there to show the issue we are seeing... 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Renee - Thats Rest of project :) 

  Tiffany:Thank you! 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Sure Tiffany..it should be troubleshooted easily i believe 
  Liz:will it add the object to only the slides that are LEFT on the project? 

  Aditya_Adobe:@tiffany but please do try clearing preferences and working  
  Liz:or will it add to entire project? ie: slides that were before it 
  Tiffany:how do I clear preferences? 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Liz, it will add to any slides starting from that particular slide and till project ends 
  Aditya_Adobe:goto captivate installation folder<utils 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Tiffany -  go to installation directory and within it go to utils folder and run 

cleanpreferences.bat file 
  Tiffany:Ok - I will try that! 
  Patsy:anyway to auto-number the slide # image? 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Use cpInfoCurrentSlide variable 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:That variable answer was for Patsy 
  Larry L from Indy:I would use one of the built in varriables 

  Sally:is there no option to number slides automatically like in MS office? 
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  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Sally, there is..using variable cpInfoCurrentSlide or a user variable 
  Renee Reyes-Garcia:Oops yes the rest of project feature does not work on images or button, 

  Liz:thanks!! 
  Sally:thanks zeeshan 
  Renee:Would you show those shortcut keys again? 

  Wendy P:appreciate how Pooja gives so much info in her presentations! thank you Pooja 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:ctrl+e is for rest of slide Renee 
  Mary Atwood:Zeeshan - How do you use a variable? 

  John:John Grzegorek - Training Specialist - BC Canada - Hi everyone 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Go to menu bar - Project->variables 
  Mary Atwood:Thank you, Zeeshan 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:any variable you want to use, can be used in any text based object in 
Captivate...just place them with in $$. for eg. $$cpInfoCurrentSlide$$ 
  Robi:also checking the x and y for correct placement 

  Aditya_Adobe:and variables can also be accessed in the PI 
  Renee:Great...tks! 
  Aditya_Adobe:properties inspector of text caption 

  GARY VANANTWERP:I would indeed. 
  Nancy 2:AH! So simple and so smart! Much better then overlaying boxes. 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:Adobe Team: A separate webinar on using variables would be 

REALLY great and useful 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Nancy..States come in very hand for interactive scenarios 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Pooja on Multi-State Objects:https://www.trainingmagnetwork.com/events/1264 

  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:Thanks, Gary 
  Mary Atwood:How does the text box with the "click each button" message change with each button? 

  Wendy P:thank you @Gary 
  GARY VANANTWERP:ALL of Pooja's recorded webinars for TMN:  http://bit.ly/2EYP2YP 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:"Visited" isn't the same as the button/text combo currently being 

viewed, correct? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Action for each button has been set to change the state of text caption...text 
caption has muiltiple states which are trigerred from =button clicks 

  Robi:can you add a link to the text on one of the states? 
  Belinda:How do you add the checkmark as well? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Robi 

  Anna S.:This is great! I've been making these interactions differently, this will save so much development 
time. 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:Green for "not visited", grey for "visited", how to show "this is the 

button you're currently on"? 
  Robi:Thnaks, Zeeshan 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:You can add additional objects to a particular state of an object Belinda 

  Aditya_Adobe:@anthony.. you have a hover state too 
  Kim:an you import a power point slide and use an exisiting "button" on the imported slide or do you have to 
create a "button" in captivate? 

  Robi:she has a video on how to create this interaction 
  Kim:can you.. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Anthony, i believe you can opt for hand cursor for interactive objects..it is 

optional 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:thanks, Zeeshan 
  Kar:Did everyone's audio just disappear? 

  Rob:Can you keep someone from moving forward until all buttons are clicked? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Anthony, as Aditya mentiones, there are other in-built states like hover and down 
as well 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Rob 
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  Kim:@Rob ... yes you can... 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:No KAr 

  Melissa Lee:Is there a way to modify the font for all text in the Captivate file? 
  Melissa Lee:all at the same time, I mean 
  Anna S.:If I have started a project in Captivate 9 and transition into 2017 - will I be able to still work on my 

projects or make edits without issue? 
  krex@insynctraining.com:ZING! :-) Love zing. 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Yes, Anna. 

  Kar:I can no longer hear. I will wait for the recording. Sorry about that.  
  Aditya_Adobe:@Melissa if you configure a new style under OSM and apply same styles to all text objects 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Melissa, that should be possible from object style manager which controls 

styles...most of the objects have style associated to them..changing that will help 
  Anna S.:Ty! @krex 
  Aditya_Adobe:but it would not be possible for existing overriden styles 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@KAr, you can try what gAry suggested..recording will not contain any audio 
issues anyways 
  Melissa Lee:ok thank you 

  GARY VANANTWERP:I know you all would like to have a copy of the chat.  We'll post it as a doc along with 
the recording in TMN tomorrow. 
  Kimberly:that would be great, thank you 

  Robi:thanks, Gary 
  Mary:thanks much 
  Garima Banerjee:Thank you Gary! 

  linda:cool! 
  Shona:That's AWESOME.  Thank you. 

  Bill C.:nice! 
  Mary:Nice! 
  Garima Banerjee:Great! 

  Patti:Good to know! Thanks 
  Mary:how to add video 
  Mary:? 

  Mary:Can you use video for the questions as well? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@MAry, go to media and insert video...you can insert both an event video or multi 
slide video 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Youc an slo do this from Video menu 
  Mary:I'm in a signing environment. If I can pose questions and hints via signed videos, would be helpful 
  Aditya_Adobe:@mary you need to place videos on top 

  Audra:@Mary that's brilliant!  
  Aditya_Adobe:as all questin slide objects are by default on top in z-order 
  Mary:didn't realize that could pose questions via video.I'll have to explore 

  Mike Trozzo:state view for question responses is a game changer for me! 
  Robi:can you also start the looping on slide enter? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Robi 

  Robi:thanks, Zeeshan 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Nice example Pooja.. :) 
  AMG:many steps...makes my head hurt! 

  GARY VANANTWERP:Yikes! 
  Charles B:Would you be able to integrate audio with the loop animation? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Yes charles 

  krex@insynctraining.com:AMG -- all of those steps are in the handout (thank goodness!) 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Krex, these are some advanced tips and tricks...pretty useful in creating great e-
learning content once you get the hang of it.. :)  

  Ann J:HTML5 Training Games -  http://bit.ly/2DebXPf  The Book Shopping link does not work correctly. It 
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takes you to the Building Block game. 
  Brad Cote:Maybe focus on 5 tips next time you do this training...it will be more beneficial for the learners to 

have the time to pick this information up. 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Yes, Zeeshan - FAB! 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Thanks Krex... 

  Audra:Yep, or plan for 90 min webinar...this is awesome info though! 
  Heidi Trembly:I think the handout will be very helpful. 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:agreed, Brad. Smaller chunking into two sessions; give us a 

chance to utilize first set, then scaffold 
  Kristi L:Will the handout be posted with the recording?  I didn't see one on the log in page 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Kristi....look down from here....posted 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:I just want to mention here...foir any issues, suggestions, feedbacks, bug reports or 
enhancements, please use- Adobe eLearning Community - https://elearning.adobe.com/ , We have great 
elearning designers connected from all over the world..And all your queries will get answered there as well  

  Kristi L:Got it, thanks! 
  Laura Mead:Great thanks 
  Mary Atwood:Zeeshan - You have been a great resource on this training.  Thank yo u! 

  GARY VANANTWERP:Kristi L - the handout is posted in the Handouts pod below. 
  GARY VANANTWERP:You may have to tab to it. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Thanks Mary..:) 

  Joe:Does the .psd get stored in the Library, or must you keep it in a specific place on your local drive? 
  Kristi L:I got it Gary, thanks! 
  JuanG:For future webinars, I would like to see how the Adobe Quiz Results Analyzer.  

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:It is linked to the source file on your machine Joe...any update to psd, automatic 
refresh happens 

  Aditya_Adobe:@joe after importing its part of the library 
  Joe:AND, if it gets stored locally, does it create havoc if you accidentally move or delete it  
  Aditya_Adobe:@joe no 

  Joe:Thanks Adita! 
  Aditya_Adobe:you can drag it back from library and add it back to the slide 
  Colleen Boyle:I've never used Captivate and would like to know if  there will be a more introductory session 

anytime soon. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Joe, only updates in future will not reflect in captivate project..nothing elkse 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Colleen, You need this - https://elearning.adobe.com/2018/02/25-brand-new-

video-tutorials-for-adobe-captivate-2017/ 
  Heidi Trembly:Does the "snap to" feature work for guides in Captivate? 
  Joe:ok, so any updates to the .psd should be done with the Library edit function? 

  Robi:have to go to a meeting. looking forward to the recording thanks 
  Aditya_Adobe:@heidi yes 
  Heidi Trembly:nice! 

  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:that's a nice touch, for those who are particular about placement, 
or design principles 
  Melissa Lee:I need to log off to attend another meeting. Thank you for the information today! Have a great 

day, all! 
  Anna S.:This is great. 
  Colleen Boyle:Thank you Zeeshan 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Joe, you can edit the original files in photoshop outside captivate or you can 
chose to edit those psd files from captivate and it will open those in photoshop. for editiing and automatically 
incorporate changes from photoshop to captivate.. 

  Aditya_Adobe:@joe if its on slide .. you can edit it as lons as the source file is linked.. delting a. psd from the 
slide does not break the link with with the source file 
  Joe:OK!! Thanks Adobe people! 

  Kim:can you import a power point slide and use an exisiting "button" on the imported slide or do you have to 
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create a "button" in captivate? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes KIm 

  Joe:does anyone know if there is still the defect with the highlight tool going out of alignment in HTML 5 
output? 
  Joe:is stillthere 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:You can import the ppt slides or entire presentations within 
Captivate...roundtripping with powerpoint is supprted as well  
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:What happened? 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Joe, that should not happen.. 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:there we go 
  Patti:yes 

  Szjermae:yes 
  Garima Banerjee:yes 
  GARY VANANTWERP:Free Trial: https://www.adobe.com/products/captivate/download-

trial/try.html?sdid=training08152017 
  JuanG:Thank you Pooja - very helpful information! 
  Craig:@Colleen - check out iconlogic great courses 

  Tracie:free assets- mine never works--when I go to get assets it is always blank 
  Joe:Ok, it was an issue on one of my projects in Cap. 8 - we ended up having to use a shape instead of the 
highlight tool 

  Linda Caldwell:The Assets are so very helpful when creating multiple elearning projects 
  Zach Johnson:Sometimes when I download some characters and assets, they do not show up in the "my 
assets", some do and some do not. is there a reason for that? 

  Denise:Can you get the same assests with Captivate 9 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Linda 

  Dr. Leigha Jansen:Are the free assets subject to production/copyright concerns when publishing eLearning 
content as a for-profit organization? 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Zach, any issues with respect to that should be addressed on eLearning 

community that pooja is mentioning just now 
  Theresa H.:Thanks, Poojah - excellent as always. 
  Craig:@leigh - no coopyright 

  Aditya_Adobe:no leigha 
  Dr. Leigha Jansen:thank you 
  GARY VANANTWERP:https://elearning.adobe.com/ 

  Linda Caldwell:Zach - Contact Adobe Support.  The same thing happened to me.  You may need a patch to 
your Captivate version. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Leigha, you can use them as per your need Leigha... 

  Heather:Can the free assets be used in for-profit e-learning modules created in Captivate? 
  GARY VANANTWERP:https://elearning.adobe.com/2018/02/25-brand-new-video-tutorials-for-adobe-
captivate-2017/ 

  Zach Johnson:Ok thank you Zeeshan and Linda 
  Aditya_Adobe:@linda we do have a hotfix 
  Rayma:Awesome, Pooja! Great session! 

  Louie:Thanks a lot, Pooja and Zeeshan! 
  Joe:yes! Poojah! Excellent as usual! Would love to see a Very Advanced session using some of the 
underused aspects of captivate! 

  Wendy P:thank you! 
  Susanna Burger 2:This is amazing! THANK YOU!!! 
  Craig:Can Adobe create a better navigation system for the elearning community, like a cookie-crumb line? It's 

frustrating trying ot use the community 
  Alison Antolak:Excellent overview! Thanks. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Yes Heather..Captivate licensed / subscription users can use the assets 

  TamecaB:that was awesome Pooja 
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  Alejandro Sanchez:Thanks a lot 
  Anthony, CEO of Crosstown-Consulting LLC:Does purchase of Captivate include access to Photoshop suite 

or any other Adobe assets? 
  Mary Atwood:Yes - thank you, everyone! 
  Mike Trozzo:Thank you Pooja and everyone else! 

  Andy:This was great! Thanks. 
  Scot French:That was awesome! 
  Karin Schultheis:Thank you! Great webinar 

  Vic:Great webinar Pooja! 
  Joan:Thank you! Great, helpful presentation. 
  Evette Tillery:Great information! 

  Scot French:Very helpful - thanks all! 
  Heather:Yes. Thank you. 
  Garima Banerjee:Thank you Pooja and Gary..This was a wonderful session 

  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:@Anthonyh, Captivate is not a creative cloud product and you will not be having 
photoshop license coming with it 
  Mary:Thank you. This was an informative and quite helpful session 

  Craig:Thanks Pooja!!! 
  Roz:Thank you!! 
  Ny:Thank you@ 

  Laura 2:fantastic! 
  Mathias Wydaeghe 2:thanks! 
  Andrea757:Thanks, Pooja!  Great session!  Informative as usual. 

  Renee Reyes-Garcia:yea! Pooja 
  Lida:It was great! I will be sharing with my team. 

  Jametria Hannah:Thank you !  
  Bill Sebers:Very useful 
  Matt:Thanks!  So much to learn! 

  Laura Mead:Great, thank you 
  Mary Anne Perry:Excellent 
  Maryam:Awesome as always 

  Heriberto:thank you! 
  Sally:I love pooja...full of knowledge 
  Anna S.:Wonderful! Thank you very much! 

  Allan:Outstanding! 
  jd:Great job very useful 
  Joe:Thank you Adobe for making Captivate better and better every version 

  Robie Jennings:thank you 
  Doug Dillard:Great webinar. I'll watch this one again. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Thanks for the feedback Joe 

  Hope:Thanks for the excellent webinar! 
  Lisa Rueda:Thank you much! - great information 
  Lida:Thank you! 

  Rob 2:Thanks 
  Anastasios Hliatzos:Thank you! 
  Kiesha:Thanks! This helped me to fast-track and catch up on the new features. 

  Charles B:Very helpful!  Thank you!!! 
  krex@insynctraining.com:Pooja...as usual - I learned from you. Great tricks! Thanks Pooja and Gary! 
  Adnan Akhtar:thanks, it was a wonderful training 

  Garima Banerjee:Pooja's sessions are always insightful and I am so glad she shares her knowledge and 
experience so readily 
  Szjermae:this was good, very helpful, thanks 

  Adnan Akhtar:thumbs up Poja 
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  Denise:Thank you.. 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Posting helpful link again - https://elearning.adobe.com/2018/02/25-brand-new-

video-tutorials-for-adobe-captivate-2017/ 
  Patti:Excellent!! Thank you 
  Jessica Cooper:Thank you pooja 

  Sharon Goodenow:Thank you! 
  Susanna Burger 2:Pooja and the Adobe team were great as usual!!! 
  Zeeshan Hussain - Adobe:Thanks Susanna... :) 

  Scot French:For sure! 
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